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Abstract
Transport and mobility infrastructures (TMIs) are well-known causes of landscape fragmentation (LF).
TMIs have negative effects on ecosystem integrity, flora, and fauna. Several metrics able to measure LF are
discussed in international scientific literature, but few indices have been proposed to quantify LF due to TMIs.
In recent years, some authors have proposed -and applied in different contexts- the Infrastructural
Fragmentation Index (IFI) for measuring such a type of LF. The IFI does not take into account the so-called
‘barrier effect’, namely how wild fauna perceives the TMIs. We aim to propose and apply a modified IFI-based
index, the Barrier Fragmentation Index (BFI), to consider the barrier effect in measuring LF as perceived by
given target species. Furthermore, we aim to measure the probability of connectivity (PC) between fragments
(or patches). The PC measures the probability that two animals, located in two different adjoining patches,
are able to reach each other. We calculate BFI and PC for three landscape units of Sardinia, Italy, by means of
a GIS including data on roads and railways, and discontinuities, such as bridges and tunnel, and orthophotos. We select the hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus italicus) as target species. We verify that BFI values are
lower than the corresponding IFI figures and that the two indices display similar variations in time. In areas
with high values of BFI, mitigation strategies should be planned to reconnect isolated fragments.
Key words: Geographic Information System, landscape fragmentation, transport infrastructure, barrier
effect
Introduction
Landscape fragmentation (LF) can be defined as a dynamic process, where larger landscape fragments,
or patches, tend to become smaller and more insulated than in their original condition (EEA, 2011). This
process can be caused by linear transportation and mobility infrastructures (TMIs), such as roads and
railways, which reduce landscape permeability (or connectivity), negatively affect normal animal
movements (BISSONETTE, ADAIR, 2008), and trigger isolation of animal species and death of wild
individuals due to vehicular traffic (SPELLERBERG, 1998; BRUINDERINK, HAZEBROEK, 1996). LF is
particularly evident in coastal and flat areas, namely the most suitable areas for human activities
(SAUNDERS et al., 1991). The phenomenon can be assessed through indices, such as the Infrastructural
Fragmentation Index (IFI) (DE MONTIS et al., 2017; BRUSCHI et al., 2015; NERI et al., 2010). IFI takes into
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account the number and geometry of the patches, the length of TMI traits, and a dimensionless occlusion
coefficient, which varies in the range 0.3-1.0, according to the difficulty that wild fauna deal with in
crossing each type of TMI. A major pitfall of IFI is that it does not consider the ‘barrier effect’, according to
which given target species perceive transport infrastructures in different ways. In addition, IFI does not
comprehend the probability that two individuals located in a given landscape fall into habitat areas, which
are reachable from each other (probability of connectivity, PC).
Thus, in this paper we aim to build and apply a new index, namely the Barrier Fragmentation Index
(BFI), which considers the barrier effect and measures the PC for a given target species. We choose the
hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus italicus) as target species, given that it is locally common in Sardinia (RAS,
2017; AMORI et al., 2014) and protected by regional law (RAS, 1998).
In order to assess BFI and PC we need to collect, aggregate and analyze several information from
different sources including land use maps and ortho-photos. In this sense, a Geographic Information
System (GIS) is a useful support system for achieving that purpose. GIS is a common tool in studies
concerning ecological barriers such as roads (ANDREWS et al., 2015; RONDININI, DONCASTER, 2002) and
it also provides information about possible location of wildlife crossing structures (DOWNS et al., 2014).
We test the proposed method in three landscape units (LUs) defined by the Regional Landscape Plan of
Sardinia, Italy. Results show the highest LF in the ‘Golfo dell’Asinara’, a coastal LU characterized by
residential and productive settlements and a typically seasonal and high touristic pressure.
This essay is structured as follows. In the next section, the methods selected are presented and
confronted with the recent advances of the scientific literature. In the same section, we illustrate the case
study of Sardinia. In the third section, we present and discuss the results obtained while in the fourth and
final section we present the conclusion of our work.
Material and Methods
Scientific literature is rich in indices able to measure LF, but few indices can be used to quantify LF
caused by TMIs (BRUSCHI et al., 2015). In this respect, the IFI serves the cause. As showed in Table 1, the
IFI can be measured at least in three ways, which present advantages and disadvantages.
Table 1. Three ways to calculate the IFI.
Indicators

IFI (DE MONTIS et al.,
2017; BRUSCHI et al.,
2015; LA ROVERE et
al., 2006)

IFI (LA ROVERE et al.,
2006)

Formula

Li: length of the i-th TMIs trait;
Oi: occlusion coefficient of the i-th
infrastructure;
N: number of fragments due to
TMIs;
Pt: territorial unit perimeter;
At: territorial unit area.



 (Li  Oi ) 



IFI  
At

Pros

Li li
Au

Li: length of the i-th TMIs trait;
li : width of the i-th road or
railway infrastructure;
Au: territorial area referred to a
cell of 1km².

Cons

Validated in other
scientific studies.
It provides a
Type of TMIs.
quantitative measure of
Length of TMIs
LF.
trait.
Extension of the It can be used according
territorial unit. to a comparative
approach.

In order to obtain the
most accurate values of
IFI, we should know
statistical data about
traffic flows.
IFI increases with the
extension of the LU
surface area, then it
should be calculated
for territorial unit area
of approximately the
same extension.

Ifim does not increase
with the extension of the
LU surface area.
It allows to find the best
allocation for new
projects of TMIs.
Validated in other
scientific studies.
It provides a
quantitative measure of
LF.
It can be used according
to a comparative
approach.

In order to obtain the
most accurate values of
Ifim, we should know
statistical data about
traffic flows.

Li: length of the i-th TMIs trait;
Oi: occlusion coefficient of the i-th
infrastructure;
At: territorial unit area.

Ifim 
Ifim (Linear
Infrastructural
Fragmentation Index)
(NERI et al., 2010)

Variables

 in

  Li  Oi   N  Pt

IFI   i1
At

Width of the
TMIs.

Source: DE MONTIS et al., 2017.
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In this study, we measure LF by using the equation (1), which has been used, inter alia, by BRUSCHI et
al. (2015) and DE MONTIS et al. (2017):

 in

  Li  Oi   N  P
i 1

IFI  
A

(1)

where: Li stands for length of TMIs traits, excluding discontinuities (bridges, viaducts, and galleries), Oi
for the dimensionless occlusion coefficient, which varies according to the difficulty that wild fauna has in
crossing TMIs (Table 1), N for number of fragments, P and A respectively for perimeter and area of the LU.
While wild fauna perceives TMIs in different ways (Fig. 1), depending on the barrier effect (MATA et al.,
2008), IFI does not fully consider real fauna perception of TMIs. Thus, we propose the BFI, which
considers the probability of barrier effect F(B) instead of the Oi (Table 2).
Table 2. Values of Oi and F(B) according the type of TMIs.
A
(A) Type of infrastructure

Oi

B
(B) Type of infrastructure

National (four-lane) road and railway

1.00

Main and secondary (two-lane) roads

0.50

Local roads

0.30

Fast-moving (two-lane) national roads
and railways
Asphalted secondary (one or two-lane)
roads with moderate traffic
Rural and forest paved roads

F(B)
0.95
0.50
0.05

Source: (A) BRUSCHI et al. (2015); (B) SCOLOZZI and GENELETTI (2012).

BFI takes into account F(B) according to the equation (2):

 in

  Li  F ( B)i   N  P

BFI   i 1
A

(2)

where: F(B) varies according to linear elements (including roads and waterways) and target species
(SCOLOZZI, GENELETTI, 2012). SCOLOZZI and GENELETTI (2012) assess F(B) by using a Delphy survey,
recording the opinions of scientists, professionals, and experts with specific knowledge background about
the target species. In this study, we choose the hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus italicus) as target species.
In Table 2, we report on how the Oi (BRUSCHI, 2015) is linked to F(B) (SCOLOZZI, GENELETTI, 2012).
The PC is useful for measuring the probability that two animals located in two different adjoining
habitat areas are able to reach each other (SAURA, PASCUAL-HORTAL, 2007). We use the equation
proposed by SAURA and PASCUAL-HORTAL (2007) for calculating the PC (3):
n

n

 a a
i

PC 

i 1

j

pij

j 1

2
ALU

(3)

where: ai stands for the area of the first fragment; aj for the area of the second fragment; pij is the PC
between two adjacent fragments; ALU for area of the landscape unit. Pij is measured by the following
equation (4)

pij  e  kd (i , j )

(4)

where: k stands for a species-specific coefficient depending on the dispersion distance of the target
species; d for the distance in kilometers between the fragments. As we are interested in the barrier effect
F(B), the equation (4) becomes

pij  e  kd (i , j )  F ( B )
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Fig. 1. (A) The hedgehog. (B) How the hedgehog perceives TMIs. In yellow, an example of barrier due to main and
secondary (two-lane) roads. In red, bridges, tunnels, and viaducts. Figure (B) has been obtained through ArcScene
10.3. Source: (A) photo courtesy of Andrea Ledda; (B) our elaboration of data provided by Region Sardinia.

Equation (4) yields the PC between adjacent fragments i and j according to k and d, while equation (5)
takes into account also the barrier effect F(B). The value of k was calculated according to SAURA and
PASCUAL-HORTAL (2007), considering a two-kilometer dispersal distance for the hedgehog
(www.eol.org; Encyclopedia of Life). Note that d is the distance between the centroids (geometric
barycenter) of the two fragments.
As landscape fragments are often separated by different type of TMIs, F(B) varies according to the
weighted average of the barrier effects, with the weight depending on the length of the road segment for
each type of TMIs. The fragments due to urban roads in peri-urban areas have not been included in this
study.
PC varies in the range from 0 (absence of patches linked to each other) to 1 (no disconnections at all)
(SAURA, PASCUAL-HORTAL, 2007).
As we are interested in the yearly dynamics (∆y) of landscape from the year s (2003) to x (2008) (see
DE MONTIS et al., 2017), we measure the average yearly variation of IFI (∆IFIy) and BFI (∆BFIy) according
to the following equations:

 IFI x  IFI s

1
IFI y (%)  
100%    x  s 
 IFI s


(6)

 BFI x  BFI s

1
BFI y (%)  
100%    x  s 
BFI s



(7)

We measure the yearly average percentage variation of PC (∆PCy) in different scenarios in the time
span 2003-2008, according to the following equation:

 PCx  PCI s

1
PC y (%)  
100%    x  s 
PCs
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We use GIS to perform our study, because it has been proved useful in spatial analysis and in
measuring landscape (habitat) fragmentation. Geographical and alphanumeric data can be processed
through GIS (DOKO et al., 2015). GIS are often used for calculating fragmentation metrics and for
analyzing raster and vector data (MENEGUZZO, HANSEN, 2006; DE MONTIS et al., 2017). MENEGUZZO
and HANSEN (2006) argue that GIS are the “most common method of calculating fragmentation metrics”.
A GIS is useful, inter alia, to import (and rectify) spatial data and their attributes (area, perimeter, length,
and so on) and perform several analysis. JORGE and GARCIA (1997) study habitat fragmentation in
Southeastern Brazil through remote sensing and GIS. DE MONTIS et al. (2017) measure landscape
fragmentation and connectivity in Sardinia, Italy, and Andalusia, Spain by using GIS. DE MONTIS et al.
(2017) use GIS also to rectify regional spatial data and to identify and count landscape fragments.

Fig. 2. Geographical context: Golfo dell’Asinara (A), Meilogu (B), and Gennargentu-Mandrolisai (C). Figures have been
obtained by using ArcMap 10.3. Source: our elaboration of data provided by Global Administrative Areas and Region
Sardinia.

We use data freely available on-line on the website of the Region Sardinia. Data consist in regional land
cover maps (2003 and 2008) and ortho-photos. We use ArcGIS 10.3 and Quantum GIS 2.14.8 as tools to
perform spatial analysis, define and count the landscape fragments, and obtain 3D views. We build a GIS to
import TMIs layers as shapefiles in polyline format. Lengths of discontinuities -tunnels and bridges- were
excluded from TMIs traits in such an environment. Then, we merged these remaining spatial elements.
The resulting merged layers were converted from polyline to polygon format. In this way, we obtained
and counted the landscape fragments. Finally, the values of occlusion coefficient were associated to each
kind of TMIs. Microsoft Excel 2010 has been used as a tool to integrate the GIS operations. We apply IFI,
BFI, and PC in three LUs set by the regional landscape plan: Golfo dell’Asinara, Meilogu, and GennargentuMandrolisai (Fig. 2-5).
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Fig. 3. Golfo dell’Asinara. Background: aerial view of the rural landscape characterizing the LU. In the upper right
corner: 3D view of the LU. Images obtained by using ArcScene 10.3 and a raster graphics editor. Source: our
elaboration of data provided by Region Sardinia.

Fig. 4. Gennargentu-Mandrolisai. Background: aerial view of the rural landscape characterizing the LU. In the upper
right corner: 3D view of the LU. Images obtained by using ArcScene 10.3 and a raster graphics editor. Source: our
elaboration of data provided by Region Sardinia.
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Fig. 5. Meilogu. Background: aerial view of the rural landscape characterizing the LU. In the upper right corner: 3D
view of the LU. Images obtained by using ArcScene 10.3 and a raster graphics editor. Source: our elaboration of data
provided by Region Sardinia.

Results and discussion
In Table 3, we report on the values of IFI, BFI and PC. Golfo dell’Asinara shows the highest IFI and BFI
in both 2003 and 2008, while Gennargentu-Mandrolisai the lowest ones. IFI and BFI for Meilogu remain
substantially unchanged over time, with a slight decrease of both the indices from 2003 to 2008. This is
probably due to (1) new road traits with a higher number of discontinuities than in the previous scenario,
or (2) new discontinuities in reconstructed (or restored) roads traits. As for the PC, Meilogu shows the
lowest absolute values in both 2003 and 2008 (4.78E-07 and 1.32E-07). Gennargentu-Mandrolisai shows
the highest values of PC (2.67E-03 in 2003 and 2008).
Table 3. The values of IFI, BFI, and PC.
LUs
Golfo dell’Asinara
Meilogu
Gennargentu-Mandrolisai

IFI
2003
21,785
3015
186

BFI
2008
23,273
3012
232

2003
16,198
2740
135

PC
2008
17,150
2731
167

2003
1.01E-04
4.78E-07
2.67E-03

2008
9.90E-05
1.32E-07
2.67E-03

Key: LUs Landscape units, IFI Infrastructural Fragmentation Index, BFI Barrier Fragmentation Index.
Source: our results.

Gennargentu-Mandrolisai has the highest ∆IFIy and ∆BFIy: this is due to a single fragment in addition to
the original four ones. ∆IFIy and ∆BFIy have the same order of magnitude (Fig. 6). Both Golfo dell’Asinara
and Meilogu are characterized by negative ∆PCy. This means there has been a decrease in PC between
patches over time. Gennargentu-Mandrolisai does not show significant value of ∆PCy. Meilogu shows the
highest negative value of ∆PCy.
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Fig. 6. Graphical comparison of ∆IFIy, ∆BFIy and ∆PCy. Source: our results.
Table 4. Correlation coefficients’ table.
∆IFIy
∆BFIy
∆PCy

∆IFIy
-

∆BFIy

∆PCy
1.00
-

0.73
0.72
-

Key: ∆IFIy yearly variation of IFI, ∆BFIy yearly variation of BFI, ∆PCy yearly variation of PC.
Source: our results.

The indices are intuitively related each other. Thus, we calculated their correlation coefficients to
endorse our hypothesis (Table 4). The calculated values are positively and strongly correlated.
Golfo dell’Asinara is the most fragmented LU, due to high urban pressure and a high road density.
Meilogu is also fragmented, but its LF mainly depends on railway and four-lane road traits, which divide
the LU in two sub-areas. Finally, Gennargentu-Mandrolisai is the lowest fragmented LU, because of low
urbanization phenomena and density of the road network, which consists mainly on two-lane roads in
mountainous area.
Conclusions
Transport and mobility infrastructures (TMIs) affect rural landscapes, by modifying their features and
triggering landscape fragmentation (LF) and habitat loss phenomena with negative ecological effects on
flora and fauna. Wild fauna perceives the TMIs as a barrier, and such a ‘barrier effect’ varies according to
type of TMIs and target species. Scientific literature proposes several indices for quantifying LF, but few
indices for measuring LF due to TMIs. The Infrastructural Fragmentation Index (IFI) is able to measure
such a type of LF, but it does not take into account the barrier effect. Thus, we proposed an IFI-based
fragmentation index –the Barrier Fragmentation Index (BFI)- to include the barrier effect in the
measurement of LF. Furthermore, we measured the probability of connectivity (PC) between adjacent
patches. BFI and PC have been useful for assessing LF and connectivity in three landscape units (LUs) in
Sardinia, according to a comparative approach.
We built a GIS to include TMIs and LUs layers, and ortho-photos in a single work environment in order
to perform our analysis. Microsoft Excel has been used to integrate our analysis. The GIS has been proved
useful to rectify wrong data, and calculate (sometimes in a partial way) the indices used in this study. It is
also fundamental to provide a clear graphical framework of both barrier effect and geographical context.
Results showed remarkable difference of LF measured in each LU. The highest level of LF –high IFI and
BFI- has been measured in Golfo dell’Asinara, a flat coastal area in Northwestern Sardinia, while the
lowest one in Gennargentu-Mandrolisai. LF has increased in two out of three LUs in the considered time
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span (2003-2008). The highest increase of LF is in Gennargentu-Mandrolisai, but this assertion could be
misleading. Such a highest increase of LF is due to a single fragment in addition to the original four
fragments (in 2003). The lowest PC has been measured in Meilogu, and we are currently investigating the
reasons of such a high value of the index. The lowest variation of PC over time has been measured for
Gennargentu-Mandrolisai, a mountainous area characterized by low TMI density.
Finally some considerations can be advanced. We proposed and applied indices able to give us
information about the LF and connectivity between patches. Thus, mitigation strategies aimed at
defragmenting the landscape could be planned in critical areas, by using wildlife crossing structures. Then,
the barrier effect due to TMIs could be mitigated according to such strategic measures, allowing wild
fauna to safely cross roads and railways.
However, some critical issues should be dealt with in future steps of this research. Firstly, we have to
take into account the type of land use affected by LF, in order to reconnect specific habitats according to
given target species. Secondly, the values of IFI and BFI depend on the size of the reference LU and are
partly ineffective if applied to areas of different extension. Thirdly, traffic flows should be considered to
obtain a more realistic evaluation of BFI than the current scenario. Fourthly, discontinuities considered in
this study are not designed for taking into account perception of wild fauna. Then, such structures could
be totally ineffective to reconnect adjacent patches. Finally, the BFI could be weighted by using statistical
data –at the moment not available for our LUs- about wildlife-vehicle collision.
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